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The Lunder Building at Massachusetts General Hospital, which opened in 2011,

is where orthopedic surgeons operate.
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Surgeons would have to document each time they enter and leave the

operating room under a new regulation that the state medical board

overwhelmingly approved Thursday amid heightened scrutiny of

doctors who do more than one operation at a time.

The Massachusetts Board of Registration in Medicine approved the

new rule, which appears to be one of the first of its kind nationally,

with relatively little debate. The move comes in the wake of a series

of reports by the Globe Spotlight Team about double-booked

operations.

Disputes over surgeons performing simultaneous surgeries have

divided the medical staff at hospitals around the country in recent

years. A bitter disagreement at Massachusetts General Hospital led

to the dismissal of the hospital’s leading critic of double-booking in

August and resulted in ongoing federal and state investigations.

But patients seldom know when they are sharing their surgeon, and

the lack of documentation in operative reports about the surgeon’s

whereabouts leaves some wondering if their doctor actually

performed key parts of the procedure, especially when things go

wrong.

“We have heard various concerns in the past few months from

various sources,’’ Dr. Candace Lapidus Sloane, chairwoman of the

board that regulates the state’s roughly 35,000 licensed physicians,
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said during a break in the meeting Thursday afternoon. “We look at

cases and situations, and we try to learn from them.’’

Special report: Clash in
the name of care
It is the root question in a battle pitting a

star surgeon against a great hospital,

MGH, and the conflict has put careers and

reputations at risk.

 Joan Vennochi: The patient has
a right to know

 Clash in the name of care: The
e-mails

 Watch the documentary

The board also approved a requirement that the primary surgeon

identify the backup doctor who would assume responsibility if the

first surgeon is going to leave the operating room.

 View Story

https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2015/10/25/should-surgeon-run-two-operations-once/242i5a8e9TDzVrFSlGERbL/story.html?p1=Article_Related_Box_Article
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The new rules, among a series of regulation revisions that the board

passed by a vote of 5 to 1 late Thursday, need the approval of several

state agencies by the end of March before they can go into effect.

Although the revisions came against the backdrop of a growing

national debate on simultaneous surgeries, none of the seven board

members mentioned the practice during a discussion Thursday

morning.

Sloane, a pediatrician and dermatologist, told the Globe she didn’t

know if any other states require operative reports to specify the

comings and goings of surgeons.

An official with the Federation of State Medical Boards, which

represents the nation’s 70 state medical and osteopathic regulatory

boards, said the group doesn’t track that information.

But Dr. James Rickert, an Indiana surgeon who is president of The

Society for Patient Centered Orthopedics, said he believes that

Massachusetts could be the first state that would require

documentation of the attending surgeon’s presence in the operating

room.

“I know that surgeons don’t think this is an important issue, so they

assume that it’s not important to patients. However, this thinking is
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wrong,” Rickert said. Patients “want to know that their surgeon is the

individual who actually operated on them, and I think they have a

right to this information. We are talking about situations where

patients are completely vulnerable and, by definition, there is a risk

of death or severe bodily injury.”

The operative reports of several Massachusetts hospitals obtained by

the Globe specified the exact time nurses entered and left the OR but

did not do that for surgeons. That discrepancy has troubled critics of

double-booking, including some patients who learned to their

surprise and dismay that their surgeons had another operation at the

same time as theirs.

Operative reports are kept by the hospital but are available to

patients on request.

One former spine surgeon at MGH, Dr. Kirkham Wood, is being sued

for medical malpractice by three patients, including former Red Sox

pitcher Bobby Jenks. Each patient said he had no idea that Wood was

also listed on operating room schedules obtained by the Globe as the

attending surgeon in another operation that overlapped with theirs.

The three plaintiffs have been unable to determine from medical

records when Wood was in their operating rooms and when he was

in the rooms of the other patients.

MGH spokeswoman Peggy Slasman wrote in an e-mail that “no one
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has heard anything about [Board of Registration] actions today, so

we [are] unable to respond to any such proposed regulations at this

time.”

Officials at some hospitals, including Beth Israel Deaconess Medical

Center and Boston Medical Center, say they already record surgeons’

movements in and out of the OR.

Nurses typically document when they leave the OR to make sure

other nurses fill in for them during breaks and to help the hospital

determine who is monitoring the patient and keeping track of

surgical instruments, according to David Schildmeier, a spokesman

for the Massachusetts Nurses Association.

He welcomed medical records tracking the movements of a surgeon,

saying, “This is something that the public deserves to know.’’

Dr. Dennis Burke, a prominent hip and knee surgeon at MGH who

complained about double-booking for years to hospital leaders before

speaking to the Spotlight Team last year, called the move by the

medical board “huge.’’

“What surgeon would want to have a major case where it’s

documented that he’s not in the room? That would open him to

liability,’’ he said. “And it’s not onerous. The records are electronic.

The nurses are documented in and out. The scrub techs are
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documented in and out. Why not surgeons?’’

Burke was ultimately dismissed in August for allegedly violating

patient privacy by providing the Globe with redacted copies of his

own surgical case records.

The new rule is one of a series of revisions the board approved in

response to an executive order by Governor Charlie Baker last March

that all state agencies review their regulations. Other changes include

a requirement that doctors report physicians who are impaired by

alcohol or drugs while on duty and an expansion of online physician

profiles to include out-of-state malpractice judgments and

settlements involving Massachusetts doctors.

All the revisions need the approval of the state Department of Public

Health, the Executive Office of Health and Human Services, and the

Executive Office of Administration and Finance by March 31, when

they are set to expire, according to Eileen Prebensen, the board

lawyer.

Sloane initially recommended that operative reports also document

which member of a medical team performs each part of a surgical

procedure. But fellow board member, Dr. Joseph P. Carrozza, an

interventional cardiologist, said that could be impractical since some

surgeries have many discrete parts.
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“That’s a very onerous and difficult thing to do,’’ he said. “A

procedure I did the other day had 300 components.’’

Sloane said she understood and dropped that suggestion.

One patient safety advocate had mixed feelings about the board’s

new rules for surgeons.

Dr. Tejal Gandhi, president of the National Patient Safety

Foundation, said she supports being transparent with patients about

other surgeons who might be involved in the operation. But it could

be challenging to provide information on backup attending

physicians to patients if the informed consent takes place weeks or

months before the operation because schedules can change, she said.

Gandhi said she’s not sure how beneficial the information about a

surgeon’s movements would be for patients, unless there was

litigation and somebody wanted to know what was happening during

an operation.

“That’s a much rarer event, and I see the benefits potentially from the

auditing and improvement standpoint for the hospital,” Gandhi said.

Dr. Dennis Dimitri, president of the Massachusetts Medical Society,

said it would make sense to identify the backup attending to patients

if surgeons anticipate being absent for “any significant period of
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time.”

“We believe a robust informed consent process would be a benefit to

patients so they have as complete an understanding as possible of the

procedure they’re going to have done, what the risks and benefits

may entail, and who is going to be participating in their surgical

procedure,” Dimitri said.

Dimitri also said that it’s reasonable to document in the operative

report if a surgeon “needed to be absent for some significant period

of time,” but that tracking “every general in and out may be

overreaching.”

Jonathan Saltzman can be reached at jonathan.saltzman@globe.comJenn

Abelson can be reached at jenn.abelson@globe.com.
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MORE...

The school banned its students from attending the championship basketball

game Monday, a move that drew approval and criticism. 

Powerful judge’s son charged in Ill. hate crime

MORE...

Matthew Kafker spray-painted racist, homophobic graffiti and

Donald Trump’s name in a chapel, authorities said.

Outgoing state senator ponders running against Baker

MORE...

Dan Wolf, a commercial pilot and Cape Air’s chief executive, is

seen as a likely challenger in the 2018 race.

Mashpee tribe speeds up timetable for Taunton casino
opening

MORE...

The tribe now says the gaming facility could open next year,

bolstering its case to state regulators. 

Donor’s death shatters family, stuns surgeons

MORE...

Generosity drove Paul Hawks to donate part of his liver to his

brother-in-law. Then disaster struck, and transplant medicine

has had to rethink its rules.

N.H. prosecutors say Owen Labrie violated bail terms
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MORE...

Labrie, appealing his conviction for sexually assaulting a fellow student at a

prep school, violated curfew at least eight times, prosecutors

said.

Man polls Lexington Town Meeting on proposed weapons
ban

MORE...

Robert Rotberg is deciding his next step in the effort to prohibit

certain types of semi-automatic weapons in town.

Libby Klemer, 84; built career in academia after tragedy

MORE...

Dr. Klemer was a longtime community college administrator,

including at Mount Wachusett Community College.

Parents of Justina Pelletier sue Boston Children’s Hospital

MORE...

The teen spoke out at a press conference to announce a lawsuit

against Boston Children’s Hospital over her care. 

Bankrupt Duxbury dad battles to get student loan debt
forgiven

MORE...

A common hardship standard applied by bankruptcy courts

makes it difficult to have student-loan debt wiped away.

Belmont bakery damaged in explosion
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MORE...

An oven exploded, causing damage to that building and possibly some nearly

structures, police said.

An extra 10 minutes leads to voided SAT results for 15
students

MORE...

A test proctor accidentally gave students more time to finish a

section of the exam administered at Newton South High School on March

5.

SPOTLIGHT UPDATE

Overlapping surgeries to face US Senate inquiry

MORE...

The Senate Finance Committee’s chairman asked 20 hospital

systems to provide records about surgeons who operate on two patients at

once.

Harvard Law School to ditch controversial shield

MORE...

Law school officials said the Harvard Corporation has accepted

its request to change the school’s symbol, which has ties to a

slaveholding family. 

KEVIN CULLEN

Marathon bombings hero will look away this time

MORE...

Brian Pomodoro isn’t interested in seeing “Patriots Day.” Why? “I

already saw it, live.”
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Family of D.J. Henry reaches $6m settlement in son’s death

MORE...

Henry was shot and killed by police in Pleasantville, N.Y., under

questionable circumstances in 2010. 

Hospitals working to make intensive care less terrifying

MORE...

Recent research found that nearly one-quarter of ICU patients

suffer from PTSD — a rate similar to combat soldiers and rape

victims. 

Tuesday to see rainy, gusty weather

MORE...

Don’t fret about the inclement weather; this time last year,

Boston set its snowfall record. 

Governor Baker signs opioid bill

MORE...

The measure places tighter control on opioid prescriptions and

requires schools to screen students for drug abuse.

Lloyd Shapley, 92, Nobel laureate, game theory titan

MORE...

Dr. Shapley, who was born in Cambridge, was a longtime

researcher at the Rand Corp. think tank.
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